Astronomical Science

From the Dynamics of Cepheids to the Milky Way
Rotation and the Calibration of the Distance Scale
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Cepheids are also an extremely valuable
tool in investigations of just how our
&@K@WX SGD ,HKJX 6@X QNS@SDR )NX
1DBDMSKX SGD '23 *DX /QNIDBS NM SGD
Extragalactic Distance Scale totally relied
on Cepheids to calibrate far-reaching
methods of distance measurement and
to determine the Hubble constant
%QDDCL@M DS @K
'NVDUDQ SGD
major uncertainty in the use of Cepheids
as standard candles continues to be the
accurate determination of the distance to
SGD +@QFD ,@FDKK@MHB "KNTC +," 3GHR
CHRS@MBD OQNUHCDR SGD jCTBH@K "DOGDHC
period–luminosity relation and constitutes
the largest source of uncertainty in the
whole process of constructing the cosLHB CHRS@MBD K@CCDQ
Studying the dynamical structure of the
atmospheres of Cepheids, together with
their close environment, is one of the
most fundamental ways to obtain conRSQ@HMSR NM SGD QNS@SHNM NE SGD ,HKJX 6@X
@MC SN HLOQNUD SGD CHRS@MBD RB@KD K@CCDQ
(M NQCDQ SN @BGHDUD SGDRD FN@KR GHFG
signal-to-noise (S/N), high spectral resolution and multi-epoch spectrographic
NARDQU@SHNMR NE "DOGDHCR @QD QDPTHQDC

/QNAHMF SGD CXM@LHB@K RSQTBSTQD NE SGD
atmospheres of Cepheids
High precision spectroscopic measurements of ten southern Galactic Cepheid
stars with the High Accuracy Radial
velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS) on
the 3.6 m telescope at La Silla has
allowed detailed analysis of the dynamical structure of their atmospheres and
close environment. The results have
consequences for the calibration of the
cosmic distance scale, and show that
the rotation of the Milky Way is probably
simpler than previously thought. However, a full understanding of the effect of
spectral line asymmetries still requires
the development of dedicated models.

Since Henrietta Leavitt’s discovery of
their unique properties in 1908 (Leavitt,
1908), the Cepheid class of pulsating
supergiants has been used as a distance
indicator to probe the structure of our
&@K@WX 2G@OKDX
@MC SN LD@RTQD
the expansion of the Universe (Hubble,
6GDM BNLAHMDC VHSG UDKNBHSX
measurements, the properties of
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(M SNS@K VD G@UD NAS@HMDC
LD@RTQD LDMSR TRHMF SGD ' 1/2 NOSHB@K RODB SQNFQ@OG $HFGS RS@QR VDQD NARDQUDC VHSG
very high spectral and time resolution,
combined with a high S/N ratio (around
(M NQCDQ SN OQNUHCD @ CXM@LHB@K
picture of the pulsating atmospheres of
the Cepheids, we carefully selected 17
spectral lines that are formed at different
K@XDQR HM SGD @SLNROGDQD
3GD RODBSQ@K KHMD OQNjKD HM O@QSHBTK@Q HSR
asymmetry, is critically affected by how
the Cepheid atmosphere pulsates and by
the many phenomena involved: limbC@QJDMHMF UDKNBHSX FQ@CHDMSR VHSGHM SGD
line-forming region; turbulence; rotation;
and the relative motion of the line-forming
region with respect to the corresponding
L@RR DKDLDMSR 6GDM SGD KHMD ENQLHMF
QDFHNM LNUDR QDK@SHUD SN SGD A@BJFQNTMC
atmospheric structure, it will also move
VHSG QDRODBS SN SGD A@BJFQNTMC UDKNBHSX
jDKC KK SGDRD OGXRHB@K DEEDBSR @QD @KRN
U@QH@AKD NUDQ SGD OTKR@SHNM BXBKD

/TKR@SHNM /G@RD
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Figure 1. ' 1/2 RODBSQ@K KHMD OQNjKDR NE ’ #NQ
(spectral resolution , 120 000) together with an
analytic bi-gaussian (in red) at different pulsation
OG@RDR

6D DWSQ@BSDC Q@CH@K UDKNBHSX @MC KHMD
asymmetry curves for all selected lines of
@KK RS@QR "NMBDQMHMF SGD Q@CH@K UDKNBHSX
the best method to use — when the S/N
Q@SHN @KKNVR HS † HR SGD jQRS LNLDMS NE
SGD RODBSQ@K KHMD OQNjKD 3GD Q@CH@K UDKNBHSX
curve derived from this method is absolutely independent of the spectral line
VHCSG @MC SGD QNS@SHNM 3GHR OQNODQSX HR
extremely valuable for comparing the
behaviour of different spectral lines of difEDQDMS "DOGDHCR 6D @KRN CDQHUDC SGD
spectral line asymmetries with a very high
precision, using a new estimator that
VD B@KKDC SGD AH &@TRRH@M SVN @M@KXSHB
RDLH &@TRRH@MR @QD @BST@KKX jSSDC SN SGD
blue and red part of the spectral line projKD QDRODBSHUDKX 3GD @LNTMS NE @RXLLD try (as a percentage) is then given by
the comparison of the half-width at halfL@WHLTL NE D@BG RDLH &@TRRH@M 3GHR
CDjMHSHNM V@R VDKK RTHSDC SN SGD C@S@
PT@KHSX RDD %HFTQD
3GD K@RS UDQX HLONQ tant tool we considered was the correlation curves between the radial veloci ties and the spectral line asymmetries
-@QCDSSN DS @K

Figure 2. Artist’s impression of the local neighbourGNNC NE SGD 2TM @MC HSR RDSSHMF VHSGHM NTQ &@K@WX SGD
,HKJX 6@X 3GD jFTQD RGNVR SGD ONRHSHNMR NE SGD
DHFGS "DOGDHC RS@QR TRDC HM SGD HMUDRSHF@SHNM ESDQ
SGD QNS@SHNM NE SGD ,HKJX 6@X G@C ADDM @BBNTMSDC
for, it seemed that the Cepheids were all ‘falling’
SNV@QCR SGD 2TM -DV UDQX OQDBHRD LD@RTQDLDMSR
VHSG SGD ' 1/2 HMRSQTLDMS G@UD RGNVM SG@S SGHR
apparent ‘fall’ is due to effects within the Cepheids
SGDLRDKUDR @MC HR MNS QDK@SDC SN SGD V@X SGD ,HKJX
6@X QNS@SDR

3GD QNS@SHNM NE SGD &@K@WX

A

@
+HMD @RXLLDSQX

Figure 3. Radial velocities (a) and line asymmetries
(b) are presented as a function of the pulsation
OG@RD ENQ SGQDD RODBSQ@K KHMDR ENQ SGD B@RD NE ’ #NQ
(Fe I
ML :AKTD KHMD< %D I
ML :QDC KHMD<
Fe I
ML :FQDDM KHMD< 'NQHYNMS@K C@RGDC KHMDR
correspond to the average values of the interpolated
BTQUDR QDRODBSHUDKX (M B UDKNBHSX @R @ ETMBSHNM NE
the line asymmetry, and the corresponding
(G-asymmetry, G-velocity) average values (crosses)
@QD RGNVM ENQ SGD SGQDD CHEEDQDMS KHMDR (M C @ FDMDQ @KHR@SHNM NE CH@FQ@L B HR RGNVM ENQ @KK RODBSQ@K KHMDR
The velocity-versus-asymmetry plots are not
HMBKTCDC ENQ BK@QHSX 3GD TOODQ U@KTDR @QD VHSGNTS @MX
BNQQDBSHNM DWBDOS ENQ SGD &@K@BSHB "DOGDHC #@S@A@RD
G UDKNBHSX 3GD NQHFHM NE SGD OKNS HR SGDM TRDC @R @
physical reference for all spectral line G-velocities of
SGD RS@Q KNVDQ U@KTDR 6D jMC @ BNQQDBSHNM NE
l
JL R ENQ ’ #NQ SG@S HR BNMRHRSDMS VHSG SGD * SDQL
U@KTD

average values of the corresponding
asymmetry curves, which we called the
G @RXLLDSQHDR %HFTQDR @ @MC A (MSDQ estingly, for each Cepheid in our sample,
we found a linear relation between the
G-velocities of the various spectral lines
and their corresponding G @RXLLDSQHDR
This result is actually easily understandable: the more asymmetric the line, the
K@QFDQ SGD jQRS LNLDMS NE SGD RODBSQ@K
KHMD @R @M @ARNKTSD U@KTD (S @KRN RGNVR
that the residual G-velocities stem from
SGD HMSQHMRHB OQNODQSHDR NE "DOGDHCR
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/G@R D

/G@R D
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l

C
a UDKNBHSX JL R

3GD K@SDRS QDRTKSR AX /NMS DS @K
are based on an N-body simulation for
SGD &@K@WX 3GDX Q@M @ RHLTK@SHNM NE NUDQ
O@QSHBKDR NQAHSHMF MNM @WHRXL metrically about the centre of a galaxy
and computed what the observed radial
UDKNBHSHDR VNTKC AD EQNL SGD 2TM 3GDX
ENTMC @ QDRHCT@K UDKNBHSX RGHES NE l
JL R

1@CH@K UDKNBHSX JL R

A debate has raged for decades as
to whether this phenomenon was truly
related to the actual motion of the
Cepheids and, consequently, to a comOKHB@SDC QNS@SHMF O@SSDQM NE NTQ &@K@WX
or if it was the result of effects within the
@SLNROGDQDR NE SGD "DOGDHCR

The measured radial velocity of a Ce pheid
QDkDBSR HSR LNSHNM HM SGD &@K@WX OKTR SGD
LNSHNM NE HSR OTKR@SHMF @SLNROGDQD 3GD
centre of mass velocity, or G-velocity,
CDjMDC @R @M @UDQ@FD U@KTD NE SGD Q@CH@K
velocity curve, is generally used to de termine the apparent velocity of the star
@KNMF SGD KHMD NE RHFGS 6GHKD SGD BQNRR
correlation method is generally used to
derive the G-velocity, we measured it
independently for each spectral line of
D@BG RS@Q HM NTQ R@LOKD %NKKNVHMF SGD
R@LD CDjMHSHNM VD LD@RTQDC SGD

1@CH@K UDKNBHSX JL R

3GD LNSHNM NE ,HKJX 6@X "DOGDHCR HR
confusing and has led to disagreement
HM SGD KHSDQ@STQD (E @M @WHRXLLDSQHB QNS@SHNM
NE SGD &@K@WX HR S@JDM HMSN @BBNTMS
Cepheids appear to ‘fall’ towards the Sun
VHSG @ LD@M UDKNBHSX NE @ANTS JL R
%HFTQD
3GHR QDRHCT@K UDKNBHSX RGHES G@R
been dubbed the “K-term”, and was
jQRS DRSHL@SDC AX )NX
SN AD l
JL R 2HMBD SGDM SGD R@LOKD NE RS@QR
has increased, as well as the precision
of the measurements, but the problem
G@R ODQRHRSDC

l

JL R
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Using these linear relations, we can provide a physical reference to derive the
centre of mass velocity of our stars: it
should be zero when the G-asymmetry is
YDQN %HFTQDR B @MC C 3GD BNQQDBSHNMR
we found between our ‘calibrated’ velocities and the ones found in the literature
EQNL SGD &@K@BSHB "DOGDHC #@S@A@RD 1),
Q@MFD EQNL l
SN l
JL R 3GD @UDQ age value (over the eight Cepheids) is
l
Ÿ
JL R VGHBG HR BNMRHRSDMS VHSG
SGD * SDQL U@KTD

-@QCDSSN - DS @K #XM@LHBR NE "DOGDHCR HM SGD ,HKJX 6@X

5OTKR
5Q@ C

/QNIDBSHNM %@BSNQ
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Our observations show that this apparent
motion towards us almost certainly stems
EQNL @M HMSQHMRHB OQNODQSX NE "DOGDHCR
This result, if generalised to all Cepheids,
HLOKHDR SG@S SGD QNS@SHNM NE SGD ,HKJX 6@X
is simpler than previously thought, and is
BDQS@HMKX @WHRXLLDSQHB -@QCDSSN DS @K
@
The G-asymmetries of spectral lines also
RGNV @ SQDMC VHSG SGD ODQHNC NE SGD RS@Q
6D HMUDRSHF@SDC RDUDQ@K OGXRHB@K DWOK@M@ tions for these non-zero G-asymmetries,
such as velocity gradients or the relative
motion of the line-forming region compared to the corresponding mass eleLDMSR 'NVDUDQ MNMD NE SGDRD GXONSGD ses seems to be entirely satisfactory to
DWOK@HM SGD NARDQU@SHNMR %TQSGDQ MTLDQH B@K HMUDRSHF@SHNMR @QD QDPTHQDC

The distance scale calibration
Two methods have recently been used
to calibrate the period–luminosity relationship for determining the distance of
"DOGDHCR RDD D F *DQUDKK@ DS @K
the infrared surface brightness method
(12! @MC SGD HMSDQEDQNLDSQHB !@@CD
6DRRDKHMJ (!6 LDSGNC 3GD A@RHB OQHM ciple behind these two methods is to
compare the linear and angular size variation amplitudes of a pulsating star to
derive its distance through a simple diviRHNM 3GD caveat is that interferometric
or photometric measurements in the continuum lead to angular diameters corresponding to the photospheric layer, while
the linear stellar radius variation is de CTBDC EQNL RODBSQNRBNOX H D HS HR A@RDC
1

http://www.astro.utoronto.ca/DDO/research/
cepheids/
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/DQHNC C@XR
on line-forming regions that are formed
@S GHFG @KSHSTCDR @ANUD SGD OGNSNROGDQD
Thus, radial velocities Vrad, which are
CDQHUDC EQNL KHMD OQNjKDR HMBKTCD SGD HMSD gration in two directions: over the stellar
RTQE@BD VDHFGSDC AX SGD KHLA C@QJDMHMF
effect), and over the atmospheric layers
SGQNTFG UDKNBHSX FQ@CHDMSR HM SGD SGHBJ MDRR NE SGD @SLNROGDQD KK SGDRD OGD nomena are currently merged into one
parameter, generally considered as constant with time: the projection factor p,
CDjMDC @R Vpuls = pVrad, where Vpuls
HR CDjMDC @R SGD OGNSNROGDQHB OTKR@SHNM
UDKNBHSX 3GDM Vpuls is integrated with time
to derive the photospheric radius variaSHNM 3GD OQDBHRHNM HM SGD CHRS@MBD BTQ QDMSKX NAS@HMDC VHSG SGD (!6 @MC (12!
methods is a few percent; however, they
remain strongly dependent on the projecSHNM E@BSNQ
Based on hydrodynamical models for
D Cep and l Car, we devised a new spectroscopic method of determining the
OQNIDBSHNM E@BSNQ 3GHR LDSGNC V@R SGDM
applied to the stars observed with the
' 1/2 RODBSQNLDSDQ 6D CHUHCD SGD OQN jection factor into three sub-concepts: (1)
a geometrical effect; (2) the velocity graCHDMS VHSGHM SGD @SLNROGDQD @MC
the relative motion of the ‘optical’ pulsating photosphere compared to the correRONMCHMF L@RR DKDLDMSR !NSG @MC
@QD CDCTBDC EQNL FDNLDSQHB@K @MC
hydrodynamical models, respectively,
while (2) is derived directly from spectroscopic observations by considering

Figure 4. The projection factor (p) used in the interEDQNLDSQHB !@@CD 6DRRDKHMJ (!6 @MC HMEQ@QDC RTQ E@BD AQHFGSMDRR (12! LDSGNCR ENQ CDSDQLHMHMF SGD
distance of Cepheids includes a geometrical effect
(see inset box), a velocity gradient within the atmosphere and the relative motion of the line-forming
region with respect to the corresponding mass eleLDMSR QDK@SHNM V@R ENTMC ADSVDDM SGD OQNIDBSHNM
E@BSNQ @MC SGD KNF@QHSGL NE SGD ODQHNC 1DC ONHMSR @QD
RDLH SGDNQDSHB@K HMBKTCHMF SGD ' 1/2 CDSDQLHM@SHNM
of velocity gradients), while blue points are from
GXCQNCXM@LHB@K LNCDKR

different lines that are formed at different
layers in the atmosphere, allowing us to
LD@RTQD UDKNBHSX FQ@CHDMSR 6D ENTMC ENQ
SGD jQRS SHLD @ ODQHNClOQNIDBSHNM E@BSNQ
relation Pp %HFTQD
3GHR Pp relation is an
important tool for removing a bias in the
calibration of the period–luminosity relaSHNM NE "DOGDHCR 6D DLOG@RHRD SG@S HE @
constant projection factor is used (generally p
ENQ @KK RS@QR SN CDQHUD SGD
ODQHNClKTLHMNRHSX QDK@SHNM DQQNQR NE
NM SGD RKNOD @MC
L@FMHSTCD NM
the zero-point of the period–luminosity
relation can be introduced (Nardetto et
@K
.TQ RDLH SGDNQDSHB@K Pp relation
G@R ADDM BNMjQLDC AX 'TAAKD 2O@BD
Telescope (HST) observations (Mérand et
@K
%NTPT! DS @K
Using this Pp QDK@SHNM HM SGD (!6 @MC (12!
methods of distance determination,
@R VDKK @R '23 O@Q@KK@WDR %NTPT! DS @K
(2007) showed that the slope of the
&@K@BSHB @MC +," ODQHNClKTLHMNRHSX QDK@ SHNMR @QD RHLHK@Q 3GHR QDRTKS RGNVR SG@S
applying the well-determined LMC slopes

2 "QT /

C

/G@RD

to distant galaxies of different metallicities
HR V@QQ@MSDC 'NVDUDQ LDS@KKHBHSX DEEDBSR
are not excluded concerning the zeropoint of the period–luminosity relations,
which still prevents us from determining
SGD CHRS@MBD SN SGD +," CHQDBSKX 4RHMF
SGD (!6 @MC (12! LDSGNCR NTQ FQNTO
expects to determine the distance of 20
&@K@BSHB "DOGDHCR VHSG @ OQDBHRHNM NE
in the near future, and to calibrate the
&@K@BSHB ODQHNClKTLHMNRHSX QDK@SHNM VHSG @M
DQQNQ NE KDRR SG@M
L@FMHSTCD 6NQJ
in progress shows that a good precision
can be also obtained on the distance of
+," "DOGDHCR TRHMF SGD (12! LDSGNC
An accuracy on the distance modulus of
SGD +," NE
L@FMHSTCD @MC
NM
SGD 'TAAKD BNMRS@MS @QD MNV BNMBDHU@AKD

l

l

%KT W

Figure 5. HA KHMD OQNjKDR NE RGNQS
LDCHTL @MC KNMF ODQHNC "DOGDHCR
3HLD RDQHDR NE ' 1/2 RODBSQ@ @QD
interpolated to provide a two-dimensional map of the HA OQNjKD HM SGD
:•
< JL R UDKNBHSX Q@MFD #H@ grams are given in the stellar rest
frame with positive velocities corresponding to receding motion (redRGHESDC 3GD OTKR@SHNM OG@RD HR HMCH cated on the left edge of each panel
and on the right we quote the pulsation phases corresponding to our
observations (data are duplicated over
SVN OTKR@SHNM BXBKDR ENQ BK@QHSX %NQ
each star the colour bar indicates the
BNMSHMTTL MNQL@KHRDC kTW

5DKNBHS X JL R
’ #NQ /

C

The HA KHMD OQNjKDR VDQD CDRBQHADC ENQ @KK
stars using a 2-D (wavelength versus pulR@SHNM OG@RD QDOQDRDMS@SHNM %NQ D@BG
RS@Q @M @UDQ@FD RODBSQ@K KHMD OQNjKD
V@R CDQHUDC SNFDSGDQ VHSG HSR jQRS LN
ment (G-velocity) and its asymmetry
(G @RXLLDSQX 2GNQS ODQHNC "DOGDHCR
show HA KHMD OQNjKDR VGHBG BKNRDKX ENKKNV
the pulsating envelope of the star, while
long period Cepheids show very complex
KHMD OQNjKDR @MC HM O@QSHBTK@Q K@QFD @RXL LDSQHDR %HFTQD
6D @KRN BNMjQLDC
a dominant absorption component with a
constant, almost-zero velocity in the stellar rest frame for l "@Q 3GHR BNLONMDMS
is attributed to the presence of a circumRSDKK@Q DMUDKNOD %NQ NSGDQ "DOGDHCR SGD
central component is certainly too faint to
AD NARDQUDC HM NTQ RODBSQ@
(MSDQDRSHMFKX VD ENTMC @ MDV QDK@SHNMRGHO
between the period of Cepheids and their
HA G-velocities and G @RXLLDSQHDR 'NV ever, regarding the metallic lines, the
G-asymmetries of metallic lines are a few
percent and show a decrease with the
ODQHNC NE SGD "DOGDHC (M BNLO@QHRNM
G-asymmetries measured for the HA line
OQNjKDR HMBQD@RD VHSG SGD ODQHNC @MC

l

l

%KT W
5DKNBHS X JL R
( "@Q /

C

/G@RD

MNSGDQ ONRRHAKD AH@R HM SGD (!6 @MC (12!
methods of determining the distance of
Cepheids is the presence of a circumstellar envelope, which has been recently disBNUDQDC AX *DQUDKK@ DS @K (2006) and
,!Q@MC DS @K
2TBG DMUDKNODR G@UD
a signature in the HA KHMD OQNjKDR

/G@RD

The close environment of Cepheids

l

l

%KT W
5DKNBHS X JL R

reach about 20 % for long period CepGDHCR 3GDQDENQD VD RTFFDRS SG@S
G-asymmetries (or G-velocities) corresponding to metallic and HA lines are the
QDRTKS NE CHEEDQDMS OGXRHB@K LDBG@MHRLR
Even if the G-velocities of HA KHMD OQNjKDR
might be partially due to the dynamical
structure of the Cepheid atmosphere, it
RDDLR QD@RNM@AKD SN @KRN HMUNJD RNLD
possible mass loss from Cepheids with
typical velocities projected on the line of

RHFGS TO SN • JL R -@QCDSSN DS @K
A 3GD LNRS RODBS@BTK@Q DW@LOKD NE
circumstellar material around a Cepheid
is the large light-scattering nebula of the
KNMF ODQHNC "DOGDHC 12 /TO *DQUDKK@ DS
@K
,NQDNUDQ RSQNMF OTKR@SHNM@K
compression of atmospheric layers and
RGNBJ V@UDR G@UD ADDM NARDQUDC HM SGD
RGNQS ODQHNC "DOGDHC 7 2FQ ,@SGH@R DS
@K
@ RS@Q SG@S HR @KRN O@QS NE NTQ
' 1/2 R@LOKD @R VDKK @R 12 /TO
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-@QCDSSN - DS @K #XM@LHBR NE "DOGDHCR HM SGD ,HKJX 6@X

/QNRODBSR

other classes of pulsating stars (such as
RR Lyr, D 2BT DSB

6GHKD VD ENTMC SG@S SGD QNS@SHNM NE SGD
,HKJX 6@X HR KHJDKX SN AD RHLOKDQ SG@M OQD viously thought, the dynamical structure
of a Cepheid atmosphere is conversely
much more complex than their radial pulR@SHNM VNTKC HMCHB@SD %NQ @ ADSSDQ TMCDQ standing of the G-asymmetries, we gathered high resolution infrared spectra with
5+3 "1(1$2 HM NQCDQ SN R@LOKD CHEEDQDMS
line-forming regions in the Cepheid
@SLNROGDQDR MNSGDQ UDQX OQNLHRHMF
HMRSQTLDMS HR 5$& @ UHRHAKD RODSQN
graph and polarimeter mounted on the
Center for High Angular Resolution
RSQNMNLX "' 1 HMSDQEDQNLDSDQ R HS
combines very high spectral resolution
(R
@MC GHFG @MFTK@Q QDRNKTSHNM
(sub-milliarcsecond) at visible waveKDMFSGR 5$& VHKK OQNUHCD MNUDK FDNLDS rical constraints on the dynamics of CepGDHCR %TQSGDQ HMRHFGSR HMSN SGD KHMJ
between G-asymmetries and atmosphere
dynamics will also come from the application of our data analysis techniques to

Although the hydrodynamical code for
OTKR@SHMF RS@QR SG@S VD @QD TRHMF %NJHM
1991) reproduces the atmospheric velocity gradients extremely well and provides
spectroscopic and spectro-interferometric observables, it is not capable of
describing very subtle and second order
OGXRHB@K ADG@UHNTQ KHJD G @RXLLDSQHDR
Therefore, further numerical studies are
required to investigate the effect of conUDBSHUD kNVR @MC BNLOKDW Q@CH@SHUD SQ@MR ONQS NM SGD @SLNROGDQDR NE "DOGDHCR
These phenomena, as well as mass loss,
the circumstellar envelope, and the exact
evolutionary state of the star, have to be
incorporated simultaneously and consistently into dedicated numerical models to
reproduce the observed spectral line projKDR HM CDS@HK
A better understanding of the atmospheric dynamics of Cepheids has already
given us a better understanding of the

QNS@SHNM NE NTQ &@K@WX (S QDOQDRDMSR JDX
progress towards a truly accurate calibraSHNM NE SGDHQ CHRS@MBD RB@KD $W@BSKX @ BDM tury after the discovery of the period–
luminosity relation (Leavitt, 1908), the
pulsation mechanism of Cepheids is still
a challenge to understand today, and
high resolution spectra are certainly part
NE SGD JDX
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ALMA prototype antenna as part of a test of the
continuum raster map observing mode at the ALMA
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and reduction were all performed with the ALMA
software that is being prepared for use next year for
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